
A MoMent of CAlM

S till here. Still there. Stillness, stillness, everywhere. Oh to live 
in a world of  Still. Instead, we’re up chaos creek with four 

paddles, powering full-steam ahead to stay atop the pack. Who are 
battling against? We’re battling the 60+hour a week biz-heads, the 
Keep-Over-Water Working Class, the Service Industry JobsBridge 
Employers. We’re not sure where we’re going, but by god we’re 
going there fast. 

Or, we can stop. Take a moment to breathe. Calm thyself. Get 
centered. Pause. 

We find films are a great way to relax. A night at the movies with a 
bucket of  popcorn and one arm snaking its way over the shoulder of  
so-and-so. Or, back at the gaff  with a six-pack of  beer and two mates, 
just chilling in with Netflix. 

Films are a catalyst for creativity, whether you like to watch them, 
critique them, explore them, or make them. And is there a better time 
to start making films in Limerick with a host of  quality flicks coming 
out every other month, not to mention a certain studio setting its roots 
right in our very little City. 

The whole process of  making a movie is a lesson of  Stillness. If  
you’ll allow a moment of  brevity: Films need to planned, carefully, 
scene-by-scene, with a careful analysis from a team of  creatives who 
know whether and idea will work, on budget, on time. Camera operates 
via the exposure of  light into a sensor, this often means taking the time 
needed to let the light do its job. Acting for film is a lesson in patience, 
in ‘Just One More Take,’ in over-dubbing. And of  course, editing, the 
process that takes four times as long as everything else, but is literally 
the cherry on top.

Course it wouldn’t be a Stanzas event if  we didn’t go uber-
experimental, so these are moments of  time, lessons in still, captured 
life, gladness.

In other words, poetry. So here’s to 24 frames per second, framing 
our seconds, capturing time,
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to capture light
between the nib of  our fingers

and draw
moments in time
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Why Do We AlWAys CoMe here? 
Caleb Brennan

Do you wear glasses to hide something,
is that why you’re not giving me any.
Sitting there on the porch, making paper guns
and firing at me. I’d be lying 
if  I said the sight of  you falling away 
was something I could live with, is that sin?

Is that why we always come here?

For the aim of  throwing daggers and 
forgetting about how much we hate the rain,
Perhaps in the morning, if  you’re up for it,
We could stroll our beach, and watch how
our sand footprints have turned to bullet-holes.
Our past wars hung up like the talking wounded. 

And while you are on the beach 
you can tell me how much you love the sun. 
Can I forgive you if  you forgotten what you’re
sorry for, is that why they call it ‘Making Peace’?
Should we make whatever we can with the leftover pieces. 

Is that why we always come here? 

To remind us what silence is, Should I say nothing
and wonder why we came for this row?
That our battles are fought with eyes, now 
jumping across tables like wooden trenches. 
Going for the neck, slashing tires of  cars
We long lost the keys of.
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Will our mutinies ever settle? Could you learn to 
watch a sinking ship and just let it be. Is this why 
we always come here and stay and stay, and never
leave. Are we always to watch the band play our
song, hum the few words we know and 
forget that the ships are sliding into the ocean. 

Will we always be asking the question.
Should I leave while we have some 
of  each other left? Or should I say 
something meaningless like ‘I love you’
and take all of  your apologies. 
Some ways the words of  this holiday 
are the hardest prayer to swallow. 
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RG Allen

Silence,
Does not denote stillness
Silence
External
Internal
Mind in motion
Movement in memory.
When the body accelerates
The mind slows
To compensate.
To take it in
Process
Purpose
And place.

The lights
Bear down on me,
Pushing
Pressing
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Pulsating
Through pores
Evoke passion in presence
Pause in purpose.

Stillness in body
Mind in motion
Spinning in sync
With this planet.
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RG Allen

Eyes are open,
Yet see nothing,
Everything.
Are you sure?
A wave of  a hand 
Close to face.
It’s there.
Five digit certainty
Of  fully functional 
Visual faculty.

Blank,
Blanket, blanched, bleached,
Bathed in blizzard sight
White out.
The achromatic, waxen
Immaculately bloodless
Aspect of  achromic perspective.
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White,
Not clear,
Nor devoid;
But all.
A cumulative, 
Collective collaboration
Of  every colour, contour
Depth and gamut,
Of  scale and scope.
Coalescing , combining
To bring pure, deathly innocent
White to life.
Freeze the frame.
Bleach the black.
Keep this knight, 
This white,
On track.
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PeACh

Shane Vaughan

I

You left a peach on our desk
And before I have time to ask
The thought enters 
How does it taste?

I try to shake the thought
Listen to your last words
But the peach is spotlit 
lamp dipping its head to the fruit

and I cannot look away
As you leave I stutter
Love you, too
And the door thwomps shut

Definite. Implausibly shut.
Now it is the peach and I
Staring into each other
Holding each other in moments

Ah, peach, how is your taste?
Is your pulpy flesh cold,
Or has the lamp bathed you
Warm?

Or,
Is this one of  those tests 
like the 89 percent  cacao,
the Mexican tequila
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(which burned more than my throat)
the last of  the hummus?

Is this our peach, 
my love, or yours?
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II

I ate the peach
I ate it
I fucking loved it
It tasted as a peach should
Sweet
The pulp of  the flesh fleshy
I rolled it around my mouth
I supped it dry
I skinned it with my teeth
nibbled on the sour layer
compared the skin to the flesh
It was glorious
It was everything I wanted
And more
I wanted more
I made my way down 
Into the kitchen
And there I peeled bananas
Stripped grapes from the vine
Plucked tomatoes
I curled a slice of  ham up 
And stuffed it into my mouth
Vomited 
Then moved to the bread
The gluten free stuff
Only you eat
And I ate that too
I microwaved the popcorn
Let the freezer defrost
Did the dishes
So I could fill the plates again
Then sat by the window and smoked
All your housemate’s cigarettes
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Until the packet was empty
And then I reached for my own
Until the packet was empty
Until I was empty
Until everything was empty
Except the street
Filled with smoke
And the bin
Filled with husk.
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III

I feel sick
Now
Lying on your bed and
Waiting for you
I am sick with the waiting

I know you will not
Chastise me
For eating everything
Perhaps only for the peach

For you said
What’s mine is yours
And I think you meant it

How long must I wait
before you teach me

A lesson worth remembering
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soloMon

Judenald Marcus Penders

His right hand is under my head, 
His left hand embraces me.
I let him kiss me with the kisses of  his mouth 
And his fruit was sweet to my taste.

In my bed last night I sought him whom my soul craves.
Sought him but found him not.
I rose and went about the city, through the streets;
‘Have you seen him whom my soul craves?’W
For he is to me the perfume that lies across my chest.
He is a column of  smoke that stirs lust as it pleases.
He is the rain that clatters against my window at night and keeps 

me from sleep.

My darling speaks to me;
Arise, my beautiful and come away.
Oh my one, draw me near you, let us run.
For your lips are as scarlet thread
And your eyes are as doves.
Oh my one, take me. Let us run away.
For your taste is the best wine
And my head is filled with the drops of  the night.

You have captivated my heart with one glance of  your eye
And one slip of  your tongue.
How much better your warmth is than any wine 
Or your skin than any perfume.
Your words drip like nectar
And honey and milk flow freely from your mouth.
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His right hand is under my head, 
His left hand embraces me.
I let him kiss me with the kisses of  his mouth 
And his fruit was sweet to my taste.
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ClAiMeD My nightMAres

Dan O’Malley

I’ve seen the nightmares dance.
And the trances of  masses
Contort, and shift, and rip into my flesh.

I’ve felt the nightmares twist and turn.
And the mists of  chance
Dig, and slither and rip holes in my mind
Deep, copper flecked and fresh.

I’ve heard the nightmares whisper.
And the sounds of  the dark
Scream and whimper and pierce my ears
Shrill, and melodic with horror so intense.

I’ve spoken to the nightmare folk.
With their dementia and sorrowful soliloquies
They haunt and lumber through my living jokes
Still, and staggered, in robes of  blackened eyes. 

I’ve made the nightmares mine.
When they come to me and make me freeze
I welcome them inside and see
What happens when I see their fears
And I make them welcome,
And they live here.
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Óscar Mascareñas

still the same
I know
my love changed
I know
not

voice
killed
thoughts
at the break of  dawn
waiting for something

breath

the space in which I’m not
alone
nothing changes
sometimes
little I know
little alone
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silence waiting
fears going
mind
scars

and I know

I 
touched 
still
somehow nothing

surpassed all
in being
the little I know

passing by still
I think of  me

yes – all and I
and the rest that is not
only
permanent in my eyes
these words are
a mystery

suffered splendour
that kills
to save
absence
death and fecundation
forsaken in the shadow of
what has not happened yet
unfinished clenched tragic
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for
I know
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the night is here the
empty wild flower of  my self
almost mine
without lines
crying at last
tearing off  to suffer
in a way that redeems
trying hard to let go
to suffer exquisitely

don’t know how many times

love hate kiss

mute and gone now
as if  never here
and now there’s a no song
one last time before forever

for nothing changes
nothing that I know

a constant loss

you

once and for all

and I  not
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the tree sees: ContACt, ConfrontAtion, CoMbustion.
Jared Nadin

The World’s not a box
but I’ve been told for years to try to fit.
In school: just a
piece of  paperwork,
wrapped in cardboard and
filed for future labelling.

We’re told there’s a way
of  doing things
and saying things 
just one way –
Blinkered asses marching blind
into the same old stables.

I won’t be led by some
stable-hand,
rigid as a grandparent,
to the land of  status quo
and by-the-book.

Alarm bells behind my eyes
have sung for years
against the current of  
affairs and 
Russian dolls.

Boxes are dark,
no windows,
always closed to 
the real ideas,
the real truth.
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I can’t be lidded in
like this.
The time has come
to climb out and run.
Out of  the box 
that isn’t there.
Out.
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II

I want to be in the maelstrom,
in the sea between ships.
Standing on a rock
propelled deeper 
into the increasing dark.

I want to run
and dance on gravestones.
Strike fear into strangers
and show you that your box
has windows.

I’d see your concrete towers 
crumble in the weeds,
light a flame and burn your money 
by the mountain,
tear your steeples down
with words of  Sanctuary
from your own poisoned books.

March in file if  you want,
fall in line
to the beat of  master’s drums,
back inside your box
that never grows.

I want to move.
Don’t tell me to keep off  the grass!
That earth is mine to walk on.
I’ll make a stage of  your rules,
bend the lines like the corners
of  your box
til they snap your World asunder.
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III

The only box I see is 
a matchox:
a strike and a flare,
a blink in the stars.
Nothing more than a 
crush of  matter and a
flash of  thought.

The biggest numbers
can be seen in the
smallest things,
but still you ignore the signs
and cry for prophets 
and profits.

Oh that I could show you
what you’ve done:
Dragging minds down the filter bubble
stacking box inside box.
Narrowing the world 
and putting it on a shelf.

But it’s too late for you.
Senses dulled by the dark
and the walls and the guns
and the lies.
Burning the world down around you
and you don’t even know.

Because your World’s just a box,
a tattered little matchbox
that’s ready to burst.
I’ve never liked the dark
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or the rules
or the claustrophobia of  edges.

But I see your little matchbox,
frayed and generic,
and I laugh.
Because you can’t see me outside
    –  about to strike a match.
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oPPortunities

Stanzas
The next Stanzas takes place in Hook & Ladder on Fri, 25th of  March 
and is themed on ‘The Locale’. Send us poetry, stories, artwork, essays, 
or whatever else you can think of, themed on whatever The Locale 
stirs up in you. Think Limerick, think Ireland, think The Universe. 
Whatever it means, we want to hear it.

Email all work to stanzas.limerick@gmail.com 

Deadline March 18th

European Haiku Society Competition
Winners receive a cash prize of  €700, €400, €200 respectively, 
publication and a commemorative plaque. No Entrance Fee.

Send three Haiku to prize@haikusociety.eu

haikusociety.eu/2015/08/11/2016-european-haiku-prize

Deadline February 20th

Mslexia Women’s Short Story Competition
Waterford Arts Office invited entries for a previously unpublished 
short story to a maximum of  2000 words.  There is no entry fee, no 
age limit and no restriction on the subject matter. A prize of  €500 will 
be awarded to the winner at a special ceremony during the IMMRAMA 
Literary Festival in Lismore, Co. Waterford in June 2016.

Download entrance form to enter:  
http://www.waterfordcouncil.ie/en/media/RESIDENT/Arts/
Molly%20Keane%20Entry%20Form%202016.doc

Deadline March 11th
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